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CRISPR stands for “clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats.”[i] For those not well
versed in science jargon, CRISPR-Cas is a genome-editing technology that allows the user to
precisely cut out sections of DNA.[ii] CRISPR was first discovered in genomes of certain bacteria.
[iii] There it acted as a defense mechanism against invading viruses.[iv] CRISPR guides Cas (DNA
cutting enzyme) to cut out a virus to stop it from replicating.[v] Scientist took this discovery and
reprogramed CRISPR to identify specific mutations and to cut those mutations out of the genetic
code.[vi] This technology, originally discovered in the 1980’s, really became exciting in 2012 – 2013
and has since hit the science and technology world by storm.[vii] Everyday tests are being done and
CRISPR is being applied to different parts of the genome with huge success.[viii]
One of the most exciting areas for CRISPR technology is in agriculture.  CRISPR has successfully
been used to create anti-browning mushrooms that have a prolonged shelf-life.[ix] It has been used
to dehorn dairy cows, protecting the herd and the farmers working with them.[x] But the most
widespread CRISPR editing has been in pigs to eliminate PERVs disease.[xi] The possibilities for
future uses of CRISPR seem limitless.
There is one big and difficult problem for CRISPR.  Technically, any organism that is genetically
modified by CRISPR is a GMO (Genetically Modified Organism).  All genetically modified
organisms are regulated by either the USDA or the FDA.[xii] Modern GMO’s were introduced in
the 1970’s but gained considerable notoriety in the 1990’s with the approval of crops that produced
their own insecticides and vegetables that were more reliant.[xiii] GMO’s are created by introducing
foreign DNA into an organism that allows it to perform in some way that it could not before.[xiv]
Since the time of their commercialization, GMO’s have been regulated by the federal government.
[xv] Many proponents of CRISPR argue that it is different than other GMO’s because nothing new
is added to the organism.[xvi]  Opponents fear that by genetically altering an organism with
CRISPR the modifications are likely to be transferred to the next generation and the consequences
of such a transfer are unknown.[xvii]
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Not surprisingly, scientific technology is moving faster than the gears of the political process can
turn.  The FDA and the USDA have realized that CRISPR is coming whether they are ready or not.
 The regulations for GMO’s have gone unchanged since the Reagan administration, until now.[xviii]
 But the agencies are going different directions on whether to regulate the organisms that undergo
CRISPR alterations.[xix]  In 2016, the USDA determined that the anti-browning mushrooms
modified by CRISPR would not be subject to regulation.[xx]  The rationale behind this decision
seems to be just what proponents were hoping to convey, that the use of CRISPR does not introduce
any foreign DNA and thus does not classify as a traditional GMO.[xxi]  This was a huge win for
crop development.[xxii]  However, the FDA is cautious about letting CRISPR run wild in plants
and animals.[xxiii]  In January 2017, the FDA released proposed guidelines for regulation of
genetically altered animals.[xxiv] The FDA has determined that it can regulate animals that have
genetically altered DNA because it is a drug intended to alter the “structure and function of the
animal”.[xxv]
So, what is CRISPR?  How should the government classify it?  Who should regulate it? The new
administration could have drastic effects on the future of CRISPR depending on how this battle of
the administrative agencies pans out.  The Trump administration has not stated any strong opinions
on CRISPR, and it would take an act of congress to change the current biotech regulations.[xxvi]
For now, farmers and scientist alike will dream of the day when CRISPR can be commercialized.
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